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In order to introduce the Competitive Coding

Experience during the Covid-19 Lock-down, Our

WIE Affinity Group organised an online coding

challenge hosted in Hackerrank.

A total of 84 students participated in the

challange from their home itself and the event

was successful. Top three winners were given

cash prize accordingly. The event continued for

5 hours. Top three submissions was evaluated

according to the test cases solved. 

IEEE Societies Quiz: 

In order to make students enthusiastic and to

learn about societies, the jumbeled society

names were listed. Accordingly students were

told to comeup with the correct answers. All

the IEEE members in our Student Branch were

allowed to participate. The event was

successful having 50+ participants and the

winner was appreciated with a Goodie.

Webinar on "The Changing World of Data

Analytics" by Abhishek Mukherjee was held on

19th June,2020. The session started with brief

introduction about Data Analytics. Differnt tools,

present IT trends, sub branches in Data Analytics

was mentioned along with Data Science career

for next 5 years. Last half an hour was included

as FAQ session along with a quiz based on the

presentation. A total of 149 members joined the

webinar and the event was successful. 

To spread the happinnes and joy among the people,

International World Laughter Day on 3rd May,2020

was celebrated by our student branch where

students and faculty were included giving the

message of Laughter.Each student selected a word

from a quote to wish everyone on the

occasion.Since World laughter day was the first

celebration to the new execoms, the making

process was interactive with fun and laughter
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Career Trajectory
In short, career planning can help us to realize our
intentions and dreams. Especially if we want to have a
stable future, proper career planning is the key to
success.
Department of ECE, Sri Siddhartha Institute of Technology in
association with IEEE Student Branch -SSIT organised a
webinar on  Career Trajectory by Shreyas A (SSIT Alumni)on 6th
July, Monday at
10:30AM to 12:15PM. With total participation 0f 70. Feedback
form was shared to attendees.e-certificates were mailed to all the
attedees.

SSIT-IEEE Student Branch Organized a webinar on
CLOUD COMPUTING which is on demand availability
of computer system resources on 3rd October 2020
at 10:30am to 11:30am IST with total Number of
Registrations 175 and total number of attendees 120.
It was an interactive session with Q&A session at the 
end and as an attractive part, Quiz was undertaken
based on the topic during the webinar.
Feedback form was shared to attendees.
e-certificates were mailed to all the attendees.

ON the occasion of IEEE DAY which was on 6th

October 2020, SSIT IEEE Execom members

volunteerly designed Posters to celebrate the

gloary of IEEE Day and to spread the celebration

among the students of Sri Siddhartha Institute of

Techonolgy. 

6th Of October is recognized and celebrated as IEEE
Day across the world.On account of IEEE DAY
Technical
Quiz was conducted by SSIT-IEEE Student Branch with
159 total participants.

It was organised to bring out the elight of students

knowledge on basic technical question which

indeed helps them in academic as well as

professional projects. 

2 winners with top score were given Goodies to

encourage their participation. 



Mock Placements 2.0 was organised on 29th January 2020. The motto of this
event is to introduce the participants to the series of rounds which are held in
Placement Drives. A total of 191 participation was recorded. All the
participants were allowed to take part in Aptitude test,Group Discussion and
Technical Round. Top 12 Participants were allowed to take HR round in front
of all the participants so that they wouldn't miss the experience of that round.

Our Annual Technical Fest - Saamarthya 2020 was organised on 14th February.
Event was Inaugurated by the Chief Guest Dr.Abhishek Appaji continued with a
Tech-Talk on Big Data Analytics. Later a series of Technical and Non Technical
competitions were organised for students from various colleges in order to
showcase their Talents. Winners & Runners were awarded with Cash prize &
Certificates.
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